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EDITORS NOTE –
This edition of U3A news is somewhat ‘rushed’. I have decided to dispense with the ‘Member of
the Month’ for this edition and focus on photographs sent to me by group leaders and participants.
I can only publish what members provide me with, so please get in contact and let me know what
your group is up to. Photos are always welcome of course. I can be contacted by phone and email
as follows:
Email: peterbrennan22@gmail.com
Home Phone: 5356 2520. Mobile Phone: 0428 947 947

PRESIDENT’S PRATTLE
Term 4 has certainly been quite successful with resumption under Covid rules . Unfortunately,
meditation and singing had to be put on hold again because of the wearing of masks making
things difficult.
A big thank you to everyone who felt confident enough to resume their favourite programs. Your
co-operation when asked for sighting of double vaccination certificates is very much appreciated.
Attendance at Lou and Ferg Anderson's Garden Glance was fantastic with approximately 50 people
attending. A huge thank you to Lou and her friends for organising a sumptuous afternoon tea
enjoyed by all on a sunny Spring day.
With so many people attending our Dine out Nights, Leisurely lunch and Cuppa, Cake and Chat,
these events are proving that socialising is very popular (and needed by many) especially during the
past unpredictable year.
A huge thank you to those who donated to the book swap. Great variety to choose from.
I would like to wish everyone a happy and safe Christmas with family and friends and
a Happy New Year.
I look forward to catching up at our End of Year BBQ on the 9th December.
Lynne Wilson
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ARARAT COMMUNITY ENTERPRISE

2021 IN A NUTSHELL! – Thanks to Anna Collins
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2019:
2020:
2021:

Never in my wildest dreams have I imagined myself entering a bank, wearing a mask and
asking for money
Never thought my hands would one day consume more alcohol than my liver – ever!
Lock down seems like a Netflix series: just when you think it’s over, they release the next
season
I’m starting to like this mask thing. I went to the supermarket yesterday and two people
that I owe money to didn’t recognize me
Those complaining that we didn’t have enough holidays, what now?
I need to social distance myself from my fridge; I tested positive for excess weight!
I’m not planning on adding 2020 to my age. I didn’t even use it! I don’t know about 2021.
Does it exist?
We want to publicly apologize to the year 2019 for all the bad things we said about it
To all the ladies who were praying for their husbands to spend more time with them – how
are you doing?
My washing machine only accepts pyjamas these days. I put in a pair of jeans and a
message popped up – “Stay Home”
Avoid negative people
Avoid positive people
Avoid people because you don’t know if they are positive or negative
Can’t wait for 2022!!

BOOK CLUB
The Monday book club continues with strong numbers
and the two most recent books have created a great
deal of discussion. ‘The Choke’ (Sophie Laguna) and ‘The
White Girl’ (Tony Birch) have similar themes – they go to
the heart of relations between black and white
Australians and puts the voices of women front and
centre.
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EXCURSIONS
A large group of members ventured out to Moyston recently on a beautiful spring afternoon to
visit the extraordinary garden belonging to Lou and Ferg Anderson. With the magnificent
Grampians ranges at their back door, the garden that has been developed over the past 25 years
delighted all who attended. After the garden tour we were treated to a delicious afternoon tea,
thanks to cake makers extraordinaires – Lou Anderson, Jan Crowe and Julie McDougall. Thanks to
a number of members who provided these photos

U3A SUMMER SCHOOL
Melbourne City U3A is offering a FREE program of activities during January. Learn about the
wonders of Australia with a program of history, art, travel and cultural sessions. Go to
summerschool.u3amelbcity.org.au
Once registered you will receive access to all 9 summer schools on Zoom
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MAD ABOUT SCIENCE
Group leader Janine Adams has been successful in gaining a grant of $5000 from Pacific Hydro –
operators of one of the wind farms in the Ararat district. Janine is using the grant to purchase
equipment for her popular hands-on science classes. If you only remember science classes at
school at boring and theoretical, you will discover a whole new world with her classes.
Gerry Hirst (L) and
Joan Pitaro (R)

BRIDGE GROUP
What is Bridge?!! Bridge is the ultimate trick-taking card game, easily the greatest source of
enjoyment that four people can have with a pack of cards. It is enjoyed by tens of millions of
people throughout the world – more so than any other card game. In social circles it is
considered the card game. Whether you play casually among friends or seriously in clubs and
tournaments, you will find it to be fascinating, challenging and enjoyable.
The card game known as bridge has ancient roots dating back to the dawn of time. Of its direct
ancestor, “Whist”, we have confirmed knowledge in England since the 16th century, when it was
commonly played among the humbler classes. The game began to attract also the more privileged
classes. With the advent of the 20th century, the game rapidly evolves. In 1904, F. Roe
introduces “Auction bridge”, the rules of which begin to include the determination of the trump
suit by means of an auction amongst players and the game immediately gains widespread
popularity in France and in the United States. In 1958, the World Bridge Federation – WBF – is
founded in Oslo, replacing the International Bridge League, and taking on the task of supervising
international bridge activities, coordinating relations among the various participating nations and
regulating the rules of the competitions.
WANT TO KNOW MORE? – The Bridge group meets on Thursday afternoon from 1pm to 3pm and
new members are most welcome
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
The President, Lynne Wilson, the executive and your editor would like to wish all members a
wonderful Christmas season. I know for some it will be difficult to catch up with family due to
continuing Covid restrictions but 2022 promises to be a time when we (may) return to some
normality. Enjoy the break from U3A activities to read a new book, go for a long walk or simply
enjoy the warm weather. We’ll see you all again in 2022.
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BUSHWALKING GROUP
Marg Farrer is a bushwalking enthusiast who has been leading walks for U3A for a number of
years. Marg has a dedicated group who join her on Friday mornings for walks that are challenging,
interesting and local – not too difficult for the U3A age group! Pat McAloon has provided these
photos from their most recent walk in the Mt Langi Ghiran area.

CUPPA AND A CHAT
It seems that members need little excuse to get together. A large group gathered recently at ‘The
Vines’ café to enjoy a cuppa, a chat and of course their delicious cakes. Others enjoyed lunch at
the Great Western Hotel on Sunday 21 November. It is obvious that U3A is an important conduit
for people who live alone to connect with other people.
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WHAT ARE YOU WATCHING ON TV?
Your TV critic’s latest suggestions!
Total Control – Season 2 (ABC): In the first season, political newcomer Alex Irving (Deborah
Mailman) engineered a coup against Rachel Anderson (Rachel Griffiths), the Prime Minister who
appointed her to the Senate. In season two, both Alex and Rachel find themselves treading
different political paths. After being dumped by her own party, Rachel relies on strategist Nick
Pearce (Alex Dimitriades) to guide her political ambitions, while Alex finds herself surrounded by a
new team, led by her brother Charlie (Rob Collins). But politics can be a nasty business. Will
Alex’s determination and the tenacity of her grass-roots driven team be enough? Can she survive a
system determined to shake everything she values? And can these political adversaries become
political allies?
Maid - (Netflix): Alex, played by Margaret Qualley, is a young mother escaping an abusive
relationship. As the series opens, Alex is leaving her boyfriend Sean (Nick Robinson) in the middle
of the night, taking their daughter with her. Homeless and without a job, Alex battles to make
ends meet for her and her young daughter Maddy, played by Rylea Nevaeh Whittet, to survive.
Alex has no one really to turn to for help. Her mother Paula, played by Qualley’s own mother
Andie MacDowell, is an eccentric artist who proves to be unreliable and incapable of looking out
for Alex. Her absent father Hank (Billy Burke) is at first unwilling to help. Alex’s friends are all
Sean’s. She is alone, fending for herself and her daughter. She seeks help from social services, but
finds no real support. The social worker though does help her find a job at Value Maids, but the
pay she gets from it barely covers her finances. The series is at its most powerful in its raw
depiction of the devastating impact domestic abuse has, showing the clear difference between
couple arguments and emotional abuse. The series emphasizes the sense of complete isolation in
which a young woman such as Alex would find herself. There is a rawness to Maid that prevents it
from falling into the melodramatic. It plunges us into Alex’s reality, her tender moments with her
daughter, her difficult relationship with her mother, who needs help herself, and her darkest
moments. It is a must-see.
EXCURSION TO GRAMPIANS OLIVE COMPANY AND WARTOOK GARDENS
The final excursion this term featured a trip to Wartook Gardens and the Grampians Olive
Company in Wartook. The extensive native gardens showed our native flora at its best as our
guide and garden designer, Royce Raleigh, explained the development of the garden over the past
50 years. Then it was on to Grampians Olive Company where manager, Greg Mathews, took us on
a tour to explain the process of extracting the oil from the 28,000 trees on the farm. After the
tour, a lunch of tasty platter featuring olive products from the farm was enjoyed by the group.
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